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The Regional CATIE IPM/AF (NOMD) Program
The Regional CATlE IPM/AF (NORAD) Program is an initiative which began in 1989 to
strengthen national Integrated Pest Management (IPM) capacity in Nicaragua. The
Program consisted of three phases. In the third phase, which began in 1999, the Program
worked in IPM and agroforestry with around 7000 farm families, 300 extensionists, 60 specialists and 70 decision-makersfrom about 70 Nicaraguan organisations.

The Program's methodology consisted of simultaneous linked cycles of workshops for
groups of specialists, extensionists and farmers, who participated in training based on
crop growth stages, aimed at improving their decision-making capacity in pest, crop and
tree management.
In order to carry out and coordinate the training activities a t a national level, the Program
encouraged the formation of regional groups organised by theme or by crop, which were
made up of members of organisations working in each region,and of groups of nationallevel specialists. These groups formed the central pillar of the Program's workand were in
their turn coordinatd by a committee known as the National tPM Committee (CN-MIP).
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What k t h i s leaflet about?
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This leaflet presents a brief analysis of the differences between the farmers who worked
with the Program, and how these differences have led to different changes in their pest
management as a result of the Program's work.

What was the objective of this study?
In development, we often talk about farmers, or the beneficiaries of development programmesas if all the members of these groups were same. We try here to describe the different groups of farmers who, because of their own particular options and interests, experienced very different changes as a result of participating in the Program's work. We hope
that this focus will help us to see how we can better direct our effort in development work,
and we hope that you wijl continue the discussion with your colleagues and friends.

How was TMs study conducted?
We visited about a hundred farmers, with whom we went to the field as helpers. We got
to know their families, and spent time talking to each family member, over a period of
about three days for each family. We noted farmers' long-term objectives, how they produced their crops and what they thought about the extensionists who visited them, putting these different definitions together to make coherent pictures of the farmers we met.
We were able to distinguish three different groups of farmers from the mass of fieldwork
data gathered: each group had different objectives and different ideas about the most
appropriate way for them to grow their crops.
As a result of this analysis,we concluded that each of these farmer groups had benefited
differently from their participation in the Program's work This helped us to put the

)What were the different
groups that we found?
We found three groups of farmers, referred to by the
farmers themselves and their families as the leumind
farmers, the p m h g farmers and the risk-taking farmers.

'Illhe Beaasrimg f a m w
The majority of these farmers belongedto organised
farmer groups and had their own land, which they cultivated themselves. Most sold better quality products, 1
at a premium,to alternative markets,through the medi.
um of their farmer organisation. They used on-farm
resources as far as possible, and local, specialised labour.
The most common crop amongst this group of farmers
was organic coffee.
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These farmers did not, in general, belong to farmers'
organisations. They owned their own land and cultivated it themselves. They sold their crops to mainstream markets via intermediaries at very variable
prices.
They took out credit in order to farm, but tried.
to use on-farm resources as far as possible. Labour wd
supplied by family members and by exchange with o t h q
farmers. Most of these farmers grew vegetables commerciaim
farming small areas intensively to do so.

The risk-taking farmers
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These farmers did not belong to farmers' organisations. They had
their own land,which they farmed themselves. They sold to the .
mainstream market at very variable prices. They depended upon 4
1
credit as well as external inputs in order to farmland they used
hired labour. The commonest crop within this group of farmers
was vegetables, cultivated commercially and intensively on a
medium or large scale.
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FWhat were the learning h e r s ' objectivesa
-

The hrning frvmm' objectives were:
I

-

and of technical assistance.
ak To achieve a higher degree of control of the price they could achieve
for their products at market.
cialised labour.
-
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The term the leumhgf~~me~
(agn'cuItl~eseducados
in Spanish) came from a
farmer who explained that 'to fm organical/yyouneed to lm both to do things
'
8"""'.'-kinanewway". By this he was referring to the need to have both
tt-,, ledge and the attitude needed to change over to a farming
system based on understanding agroecological relationships,
for example, to be able to manage pests using effective cultural practices.

I h e role which development agencies played seemed to be less important for
.-mingfarmen. These farmers viewed a good extensionist as someone who had
r t h e ability to relate to the farmer and understand things from his point of vlew.

What were the penewering farmerr'
objectives and what was their perception
of the extensionists?
The perserwriw h ~
objectives
' were:
)To reduce the risks associated with using pesticides (in part because severa1 had had experiences of pesticide poisoning within their

* To reduce production costs
*To achieve better, mare stable prices for their products
*To obtain access to credit at low levels of interest.
'
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Faners in this group produced a range of crops on small areas of land, which
corrtributsd to reducing risk and also made it easier to manage a meticulous
degree of pest monitoring on their crops. They also used both soil conservation
and agroforestrytechniques. They were potential intermediate users of IPM, the
lack of more stable markets for their products made them dependent on credit
and on chemical inputs,though theiiuse of the latter was oft-enminimal.
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The name pmemr&.farmerr ( ~ i c & ~ s ~ B o s oinsSpanish) came from a farmer from
this group who mentioned that success depended on perservering in the quest to learn
~ n experiment
d
with new things.
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Organisations offering technical assistance had contributed to the
improvement of the agricultural systems of these farmers, but in
a fairly precise way. They viewed extensionists as "qern"
whose job was bgo infa f~rmers'fieldsondmake mrnm~yrd~tions~'
L
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good for anytiIag.' Insteadhe sc,w %o h>is arrt this, und&kalwili work:
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What were the kk-=hkingfamen' objectives and
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what was their perception of %heextenrknirtr?
The risk-tmking farmen' objectives were:

a

d To use external inputs to ensure they achieved their yields.
To recuperate lost capital by repeatedly sowing the same crop, hoping that prices

The yields of risk-tokritgfarmers in the crop in which they received training were
extremely variable, and had dropped over time. This was due to increasingly serious
pest outbreaks,encouraged by monocropping and very infrequent crop rotation. RkkW n g farmers used pesticides on a calendar basis, although they recognised that "sometimes they [pesticides] rolrtrolpom well, trnd h
e
r times theyseemnorto work ma& anda/mtseent to
inuiguse the numbets ofpem."
RiskWng&mf~depended on almost all the external institutions (those offering credit,
agrochemicals, technical recommendations, etc.) and as a result these farmers had little control over how they grew their crops. Since they sold their crops to fixed intermediaries who offered immediate credit in the form of money or inputs (principally
chemicals), neither did they have any control over the prices they received.

Various risk-tawkmners worked with others to produce their crops in a system of share-cropping. Within this, one farmer mentioned that risk-?&kg in the sense that he meant it (he
used the term "@dtol.eslegoier" in Spanish) was the opposite of 'holding back' [not investing
large amounts of money] or "being difficult to shift" [opposing the other share-cropper's
decisions to spend money on the crop]. Thus,dsk-taking meant that a person was willing to
take the ;isk of investing large amounts of capital.

I

organisations offering technical assistance played an important role for rid.,tak~g
P J ~ as
E
providers of inputs, services and capital. In this context,riEk-fu&g fdrrnefi viewed a good
extensionist as one "wlroknows whafyaumfputon a cmpsb thurwget a hnry~t'!

How did farmers change after the Program's
training?
k--d
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The Leclwnisrg farmers

The learning farmers learned how to relate pest populations in their fields to
micro-environmental conditions in their crops, and to their own ability to
manage these conditions. Their biological and ecological knowledge,
which was reinforced by the Program (especiallywith regard to managing crops by phonological crop stages),to a large extent formed the
basis of their pest management strategies. They realised that their cultural practices as well as their agronomic and roil and forest conservation
practices all had an impact on pest management. The learning farmers therefore moved from non-integrated pest management to pest management
based on ecological and social reasoning.
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A kaming farmer explained how they managed coffee berry borer using
cultural practices and shade management:
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The p w m d a g *armrs
A k r training,the p m w i y farmers still associated the source of pests with climatic conditions and with the continual use of pesticides. Their knowledge in this area was not sufFiaent for them to be able to draw an agroecological relationship between the crop, pest
levels and the iml environment. Various persermhg farmers had had experiences of pesticide poisoning and so avoided using these products, After training they came up with
alternatives, principally botanical pesticides,'stews' and the use of repellent crops.

A perservering farmer explained how he managed his pests by using substitutes for pesticides and associated practices:
"Forsprays 1 have used madero negro and zorrillo...Madero negro and zorriiio work as a
foliar fertiIizer and as a repellent... As we work in the field ourselves, we check the crop
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The risk-tcrking farmers
After training, the risk-takingfarmers generally said that they did not know
where pests came from, Farmers variously related their presence to climatic changes, to the soil,and/or to the presence of vectors. Their lack of 6iologital and ecologicalinsect knowledge (lifecycles, predators, etc.) limited
these farmers' confidence in experimentingwith other pest management
methods. Nonetheless,crop monitotdng contributedto a relative reduction
in the use of pesticides due to farmers' improved decision-makingcapacity.
Reduction in pesticide us@ was also influencedby e-nsionists' explanations of
the effects of pesticides on human health and on the environment.
A rfik-tdhg farmer explained how he managed pests with pesticides and by
monitoring pest populations:
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What factors encouraged the changes t h e Program
was trying to bring about?
P w q m U # r r ~

* Understanding of the principles of IPM/AF

Monitoringof pests,diseaser and weeds,
pruning, pest counts etc. take place on a
continuat basis

practices which were already being used
4 New sources of information
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* Continuousfollow-up of extensionirts

*Techniques tailored to crop phases

after training

ab Experimenting with new techniques
associated with IPM

.?
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elP Relation of farmer's practices with IPM

& Systematic collection and classification of
insects -

c9 Learning about how to do experiments

cp Discussion of techniques whilst in the
experimental plots

g Recognition of new pests
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sg Use of botanical pesticides and of 'stes

d Fanners understandthe risks associated
with using pesticides
8 Farmers do not have money to buy

d

-

4 Incorporation of organic material
into the soil

external inputs

I

+ Extensionistsfocus on techniques which
can be used instead of pesticides

A
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Growing experimental plots

eB Explanations of the techniques used are
given by other farmers

d Other farmers in the community use the
techniques
@ The practice worked in the demonstrations
r) The practice is easy to

* Knowledgeof pest management options:
pesticide substitution and cultural practices

Q.Use of botanical pesticides and 'stews'

* Incorporation of organic marerial
into the soil

implement

.*The resources needed can be found
on-farm or within the community

Faetais

* Program design

change fa JI dLL,qngr d
-

The way in which the training sessions were designed encouraged farmers to
experiment, and reinforced the use of green manures and agroforestry
practices. Exchanges with other farmers were especially important.
Another important element was the Program's system of monitoring extensionists, which gave them more confidence in the
process of offering training tofarmers.

* Collaboratingorginisations
Extensionists with a more open attitude, who visited farmers
and their families,as well as going into crops in the fields,
encouraged farmer participation in the training sessions as a
motion of IPM as a central element in the coliaboratin
organsation's work was important factor in
enabling extensioniststo achieve greater
change.
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What factors limited the changes the Program war
trying to bring about?
There were various factors which limited the changes:
ab Organisations which promoted packets of technology, or which subsidised pesticides,
greatly limited the changes occurring after the training.
*The lack of alternative markets for products in transition (that is, those which could not
yet be certified as organic) meant that many farmers were unable to make the first step
towards changing their farming systems.

.

rb Access to credit limited experimentation since this enabled many farmers to apply

chemicals, this being a known option which provided emotional and visual security.

* Providing farmers with credit partially inthe form of inputs did not facilitate change to
a more agroecological approach to pest management.
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What does this study tell us?
In this study we found three distinct farming styles. Farmers with different farming styles
had different objectives as well as different levels of IPM knowledge and experience
before becoming involved in the Program's work. These different groups of farmers
changed in difFerent:ways as a result of the Program.
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The bmhrgfmm~,forexample, began to relate shade management practices with the
management of the coffee berry borer, partly due to the participative and applied nature
of the Program's training,and in part because they were in a position to benefit from IPM
technologies since they had access to markets paying a premium for organic products.
The risk-taking formen,on the other hand, were not able to make these connections.
Hoewever,they made important progress in this direction, motivatedby effective practical
demonstrations of simple and applicabletechnologieswhich were conducted during the
Program'sthe training sessions. The impact of the Program on this latter group of farmers,
who started off with a much lower level of IPM knowledge, is as important as the impact
on the leaninghmters, since the Program started the risk-tokingfamre~on the road to IPM.
Although the crops and the geographical areas defined the initial conditions for the
Program to a large extent, we found farmers from all three groups in the same community,growing the same crops. We can therefore conclude that farmers have different intentions even under similar crop conditions. This helps us understand two things. Firstly,
farmers' intentions are something we can try to comprehend and to clarify with them,
before initiating work (i.e.'What are different farmers in the same community looking to
achieve in terms oftheir agricultural production?'). Secondly,we can adjust the way in
which we work depending on the groups we are aiming to work with (i.e.'How can the
we diversify in order to reach the groups we wish to work with!').
Additionally, whilst farmers' different intentions are not necessarily entirely determined by
market or politicalconditions, they are nonetheless limited or enhanced by these. For
example, if a farmer cannot find a market which will pay a good price for coffee in transition (to organic status), it Is possiblethat this will constrain his decision to farm organically
over a large area.
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Why gather this sort of information?
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Studies of social diversity would not be necessary if we all lived in the
same realshy(that is to say, in the same culture, motivated by the same
things). Because this is not the case,development organisations' activ- .
ities mean that the different realities of the different actors involved
come into contact, and end up in dialogue with each other. Once we
understand the knowledge, experience and goals - the social diversity of the different actors involved, we are better able to understand the changes thatrake place. We also get a better idea of which
factors encouraged or constrained the process of change.
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This means that we can get a clearer picture of the Program's impacts
than we would achieve through qualitative studies alone,as well as
obtaining information which can be a vaiuable guide to future work.

C

So among other things, social diversity studies, allow us to:
r ) Conduct baseline studies at the beginning of a programme, so that the
actors involved can try to understand,value and learn about thelr Initial differences (dikrent knowledge, experience, expectations, power, etc.).

* Design programmesthat can benefit different social groups within the
same community.
.-s,Conduct impact studies to provide information about the nature and

potential duration of the impacts which have been achieved. This helps us
to avoid falling into the trap of only referringto actors, after an intervention, in terms of the project's hoped-for results. (For example, the terms
'innovative farmers' or 'non-innovative farmers' vary according to the programmes' objectives or also those of the farmers.)
b Take into account that whilst the conditions under which farmers
farm influence their farming, so does farmers' social diversity: their personal experience, their values, their dreams and their goals. We cannot,
therefore limit ourselves to evaluating the technical and political aspects
of farminu, but must include social diversity as well.
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The Wider Lessons Studies
This leaflet forms part of the Wider Lessons S.tudies (WLS) which consist of:
A qualitative study on how and why the CATlE IPMIAF (NORAD) Regional Program has
had an impact on the different levels of participants who were involved in the
Program's work and
An economic analysis of the costs and benefits of the Program.
The main focus of the research into the process of change has been on explaining and
understandingwhy the changes observed have taken place, and so the research has been
qualitative, not quantitative, in nature. Thls depth of understanding has also fed important information into the assumptions made in connection with the calcutations of KOnomic efficiency, since economic efficiency is only one of the indicators of the impact of
IPM projects. The WLS were conducted by CAB1 Bioscience and the University of
Hannover in collaboration with Program members.

The following publications are available in connection with the WLS:

'Sirs following ahopt i8wrtratcdleaflets are available in hardcopy:
0 Different families: different IPM
Not all extensionists are the same
Decision-makersa factor in the change to IPM
Economic cost-effectiveness: an important criterion in IPM

*
+
*

Bhefgldng layer documents are air@ available in elelrlYonlrfom by em&
)Social diversity and differentiated impacts on stakehokiers of C A l E IPM/AF (NORAD) Program

An economic cost benefit analysis af CATIE IPM/AF [NORAD) Program.

Tr-edW-tmwt
(glopez@cabi.org) or

CAlE (catienk@mipafcatie.org.ni)
A version of the economic cost-benefit study wilt also be available
in English, as a Pesticide Policy Pr~jert
publ1cation.frorn the Ulriwrswaf Hanrtawr.
[cornact: waibel@ib.uni-hannover.de)
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